
Read the instructions from beginning to end

Start with the smallest panel first and do one panel at a time

Do NOT unroll the screen fabric until you are ready to install the screen.  The metal track is in the tube – 
slide out SNAPTRACK and accessories

The beveled edge of the Vinyl Cap will ALWAYS face toward the screen opening and will cover the pre-
drilled screw holes 

Pencil identifying marks on the corresponding Vinyl Cap and its Aluminum Base so they are easily kept 
together and organized when completing installation

To cut SNAPTRACK use a 10” miter saw with a non-ferrous metal/plastic cutting blade. You may also use a 
hack saw with a fine-tooth metal cutting blade

If it’s windy, place a thumbtack on each corner of the screen fabric to keep it in place and square
DO NOT STRETCH the screen fabric. SNAPTRACK will uniformly stretch the screen for you. Let the screen 
drape over the bottom channel and position the screen so there are no wrinkles left or right
Always install screen fabric on the top of opening first, then bottom, then sides

When installing in temperatures below 60°, make sure that the vinyl caps are warmed. We recommend 
using portable heat prior to installation. Cool temperatures can make the vinyl brittle causing it to split/
crack during installation. This will occur at the ends so be sure to hand press the caps at the corner and 
take the previous stated precautions. Also, tap the cap close to a previously expanded point.  There is an 
extra piece of Vinyl Cap in the kit for convenience 

If you need to remove the Vinyl Caps to replace the screen fabric use a 5-in-1 tool, a miniature “Wonder 
Bar”, or a small straight screwdriver. Be careful not to scar the Aluminum Base Channel or Vinyl Cap during 
this process. Be careful not to mix-up the pieces as they might be different lengths
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